
The historic public debate over what kind of electoral system
would best suit BC is being joined by hundreds of British
Columbians during a series of lively public meetings. Fifty
meetings will take place throughout May and June. 

Assembly members have been very encouraged by the
number of people attending hearings, with each venue enjoying
a slate of at least seven presenters. While opinions have varied
widely, a significant number of presenters have so far
advocated that BC adopt a greater degree of proportionality.
The mixed member proportional (MMP) system is favoured by
many.

Comparisons with systems used in democracies elsewhere
in the world—such as those chosen in New Zealand and
Ireland—have also been made by presenters. Other parallels
with systems in Europe have also been drawn by presenters

and been heard in comments from the public attending
hearings. Common concerns of presenters also include: the
general disenchantment of voters, the power exercised by the
governing executive, and the disempowerment of MLAs. A
number of presenters have also questioned whether BC’s
political system requires political parties at all.

So far, one presenter has strongly supported the current
plurality, or ‘first-past-the-post’ system currently used in
provincial elections.

The Assembly must decide by December 15 whether to
propose a change to BC’s electoral system. If they recommend a
change, it will be the subject of a referendum for all voters in
the May 2005 provincial election. 

A full schedule of hearings, and information on how to sign
up to make a presentation, visit www.citizensassembly.bc.ca.0
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